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Abstract

Development of the shipping industry shows that this is a highly volatile industry,
it will inevitably lead to volatility of the shipping company. Shipping market is mainly
composed of three parts, including bulk shipping market, container shipping market,
energy transport market, Treat the above three markets as a breakthrough is
particularly important, it can reflect the status of the shipping business, It's conducive
to all market participants at all levels of the shipping market fluctuations
understanding corporate earnings, while for government agencies conduct industry
support and supervision of important reference value.
From the perspective of shipping enterprises, it can participate in the proceeds
of the various shipping markets research earnings fluctuations shipping companies,
for this study with the characteristics of the problem, it will be used to study the
volatility of financial markets. GARCH model introduced in the shipping market, from
the vector angle analysis of earnings fluctuations are analyzed from various angles
trying to depict the volatility of earnings gains shipping business units to identify
mutual influence relations between the various markets.
Results of this study show that the rate of return shipping enterprises are not
subject to the general sequence of the normal distribution. Shipping companies
engaged in different markets in response to the impact of the external environment,
the return series show different degrees of sensitivity and sustainability
characteristics. Shipping enterprises leverage earnings time series, which engaged
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in tanker shipping companies on the "bad" news is very sensitive to the impact that is,
from a negative impact on the external environment arising from the enterprise to
earnings volatility caused by the same degree of positive impact than the result the
fluctuations, and unit revenue in dry bulk and container shipping companies to
transport the positive impact caused by the external environment is more sensitive.

Key words: Shipping corporations; Unit scale of transportation; Fluctuation of
Earnings.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Research background
Shipping market has its special characteristic comparing with other markets, and
its development is not smooth. As a kind of derivative demand, the requirement of
shipping reflects the global macro-economic condition and the international trade
flexibly, and it has strong fluctuations and obvious periodicity. This characteristic will
cause the fierce fluctuations of the earnings of shipping enterprises that participate in
the market. The international freight price declined all the time after the financial
crisis, and it has always kept operating in low price. And the BDI index has reached
the lowest level in the history. Since the prosperity of shipping market reached the
peak in 2007, the shipping enterprise in China has invested a lot in producing ships.
With the successive delivery of shipping capacity in large scale, the scale of the
market of shipping capacity has been increased greatly. And the disassembling force
of the new and old ships is not big, so the shipping capacity of the shipping market
keeps higher level. In the requirement of the international shipping transportation, the
financial crisis causes the depression of the international trade, and the growth of the
requirement of the international shipping is slow, so the situation that the supply of
the shipping capacity of the shipping market exceeding the demand will exist for a
long term. The shipping market will be operated in low position for long term, which
will cause the earning of shipping enterprise to generate fluctuation in large extend
inevitably. For a long time, the problems such as the extensive management,
low-efficient usage of resources, and mismanagement level of shipping enterprise in
China are covered in the prosperous period of the market, which are revealed
gradually when the shipping market declines. Just under such background, this
paper tries to research the fluctuations of shipping enterprise earnings from the
perspective of unit earning.
1.2 Research significance
From the perspective of the earnings of shipping enterprises over the years, the
fluctuations are very fierce. But this kind of fierce fluctuations are not beneficial to the
1

continuous operation of shipping enterprises and the healthy and good development
of shipping market. This paper focuses on making research to the fluctuations of
earning from the perspective of unit earning. Especially under the current
macro-economic environment, each shipping enterprise is facing severe test such as
excess of shipping capacity, depression of freight price, operating cost staying in high
level, operating efficiency being low, which seems extremely necessary to make
research to the fluctuations of shipping enterprise earnings from the perspective of
unit earnings.
From the perspective of enterprise, making qualitative and quantative analysis to
the fluctuations of unit earning of shipping enterprises with scientific and reasonable
method can make clear the factors of fluctuations of shipping enterprise earnings on
one hand, which is beneficial for the shipping enterprise in China to attach
importance and correct in later operation; On the other hand, it is convenient to
analyze the reasons for low operation efficiency of shipping enterprises so as to
improve the current situation of enterprise operation, optimize the structure of
shipping capacity, allocate the scale of each ship team reasonably, and cause the
management of shipping enterprise to develop from extensive type to refinement.
From the perspective of the government, making clear the factors and fluctuation
strength of shipping enterprise earnings has important guiding significance to
intensify the supervision to the shipping market. Issue corresponding policies in
macro and micro aspects combining with the actual condition of the market to
promote the healthy and sustainable development of shipping industry. From the
perspective of shipping market, it can make the old shipping capacity to exit from the
market through introducing the shipping enterprise so as to ease the conflict between
the supply and demand of the market, improve the operation environment of the
market and promote the healthy and good development of the shipping market.
1.3 Research status at home and abroad
1.3.1 Foreign research status
Foreign researches about the fluctuations of shipping enterprise earnings
themselves are few, and related researches mainly focus on the fluctuations of the
freight price of shipping market. And related researches mainly focus on aspects
such as forward freight agreement, the prediction to the freight level based on the
existed freight index, etc. The famous agencies are Clarkson Maritime
2

Transportation Advisory Institute in Britain, Blign Shipping and Logistic Research
Institute of Germany [1]. In order to better analyze the variation of seaborne volume of
the international shipping market and the supplying condition of shipping capacity,
and better grasp the future trend of the shipping market, the above agencies issue
different statistic documents periodically and special reports aiming at the shipping
market periodically every year. Besides the above foreign professional institutes, the
numerous foreign experts and scholars also have wide and profound research in this
aspect.
1. Research aiming at the Forward Fright Agreement FFA
Koeebaera era and Adland[2], et al. set up pricing model in order to make
researches to the pricing function of FFA market to research the relationship between
the forward freight market and spot market. They made detailed research to whether
FFA has price-found function, effect scope, and the information exchange information
among spot markets.
Wan [3], et al. researched the features of forward freight market of the dry and
bulk forward shipping market (FFA) with Monte Carlo method, and researched the
FFA pricing, which certified that FFA pricing needed to consider functions of many
factors.
In order to research the fluctuations of forward freight, Koekebakker [4] et al.
considered the features of fluctuations and constituted HJM model. The research
result expressed that the forward freight fluctuation was more frequent, and it also
certified that FFA had price-found function.
Batchelor[5], et al. adopted more economic measurement aiming at the research
of FFA market and spot research. This researching method expressed that from the
perspective of economics, the forward freight market contained more market
information comparing with the spot market, and this multi information had more
[1]Kavussanos M G, Visvikis I D. Shipping Freight Derivatives: A Survey of Recent Evidence[J].
Policy&Management, 2006, 33(3):233-255.
[2]ENGLE R F.gressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity with Estimates of the Variance of United
Kingdom Inflation[J].Econometrica, 1982, 50(4):987-1007.
[3]Feng Z, Wei Y, Wang K. Estimating risk for the market via extreme value theory:
analysis of the EU ETS[J]. Applied Energy, 2011, 99(2):97-108.

An empirical

[4]McNeil A J.Estimating the Tails of Loss Severity Distributions using Extreme Value Theory[J].
Astin Bulletin,1997, 27
[5]McNeil A J.Estimating the Tails of Loss Severity Distributions using Extreme Value Theory[J].
Astin Bulletin,1997, 27
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advantages to predict the price change of the spot market.
2. Prediction of freight based on the existed freight index
Researches of Peter

[6]

, et al. to forward freight were different, and they made

prediction to the two shipping lines of P2A and P3A applying RM and VECM model.
They made comparisons aiming at the prediction results of the two models, and
found the existence of bi-directional guidance relationship in the price between the
forward freight market and spot market.
In 1993, the scholar Koopmans

[7]

made analysis to the fluctuations of freight

index in order to explore the relationship between the freight elasticity and freight
level, and made detailed introduction to the rules of the fluctuations, then got the
conclusion that the freight elasticity of shipping supply would be enlarged with the
declining of the freight level.
In 1995, Veenstra and Franses[8] constituted autoregreesion VAR(1) model with
first-order vector with related theory of econometrics, and made prediction to the
freight index combining with different dry and bulk shipping type and the series of
freight index of shipping lines that are issued by exchange institutes.
In 1996, Kawssanos[9]et al. proceeded simulation to the spot and forward freight
dynamics of three kinds of dry and bulk shipping types applying GARCH model,
which instructed that the behavior of simulating freight dynamics can proceed better
simulation applying GARCH (1.1 ) model, and the fluctuation behavior of freight in
time charter can proceed simulation applying GARCH (1.2)model.
In 1996, the famous Greek shipping economist Kavussanos[ 10 ] tested and
compared the dynamics of freight fluctuations of different ship types in crude oil and
dry and bulk shipping market applying the theoretical analysis and model of the
financial risk in ARCH model, and made research to the reasons of the fierce
fluctuation of freight rate.

[6]Gallin J. The Long-Run Relationship Between Prices and Rents [J].Real Estate Economics, 2008,
36(4):635-658.
[7]Davis M A, Campbell S D, Gallin J, et al. What moves housing markets: A variance decomposition
of the rent-price ratio[J]. Journal of Urban Economics, 2009, 66(2):90-102.
[8]Bollerslev T. Modelling the Coherence in Short-run Nominal Exchange Rates: A Multivariate Generalized
ARCH Model.[J].Review of Economics&Statistics, 1990, 72(72):498-505.
[9]Fu Y, Ng L K. Market Efficiency and Return Statistics: from Real Estate and Stock Markets Using
a Present-Value Approach [J].Real Estate Economics, 2001, 29(2):227-250.
[10]Clarkson,H&Co.LtdClarksonChronic1e2007-201S.Londn:HarleyPublishing.2015.
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In 1997, ANN(Intelligent Network)[11] technology was first to be used in the
prediction of the freight rate of Mediterranean rude oil, and made prediction to the
freight rate of VLCC in shipping line of RasTanura-Rotterdam after many months.
In 1997, the scholar Berg-Andreasse[12] adopted Dickey-Fulle: inspection and
analysis method aiming at the freight rate of the primary ten shipping line of the
international bulk and dry goods from Apr., 1985 to Dec., 1988, and the result
certified that the series of the freight rate and the variant rule of the dry and bulk
goods all followed random wandering.
In 1998, GIen[13] made research and analysis as to adopting the model of level
data to different ship types in time charter market in order to explore the operating
characteristic of different ship types in forward market, and it pointed out that the
fierce fluctuation of freight rate will bring huge risk to the routine operation of shipping
enterprise.
In 2001, ManolisG. Kavussanos[14] et al. set up autoregression integral mobile
average model with the single variable in order to research the fluctuation of dry and
bulk shipping market, and the research result expresses that the seasonal fluctuation
was an important feature of dry and bulk shipping market.
In 2002, Alizadeh[15] researched the seasonable fluctuation of different ship types
of oil tanker in different markets applying the Markov transition model for the first time.
The research result explained that the seasonal model exists in different ship type
generally, which had direct relationship with the size of the ship type.
In 2003, Lyridis,D.V[16] et al. made research to the operating risk of different ships
in spot market and time chapter market in shipping market, and the research
expressed that the fierce fluctuation of freight rate in the oil tanker shipping market
would have a certain operating risk, the bigger the ship was, the higher the risk that
[11]Adland R, Cullinane K. The non-linear dynamics of spot freight rates in tanker markets
[J].Transportation Research Part E Logistics&Transportation Review, 2006, 42(3): pages. 211-224.
[12]Alberola E, Chevallier J, Cheze B. Price Drivers and Structural Breaks in Prices 2005-2007[J].
Social Science Electronic Publishing, 2008, 36(2):787-797.
[13]Ra M, Rylands A, Coimbra-filho A, et al. Ecology and behavior of Neotropical primates
2[J].Neotropical Primates 10(3), December 2002 162 一 ResearchGate, 2002, (102):233-234.
[14]Chilliard Y Dietary Fat and Adipose Tissue Metabolism in Ruminants, Pigs, and Rodents: A
Review [J].Journal of Dairy Science, 1993, 76(12):3897-3931.
[15]H A, S C, L. S. Alteration of protein structure induced by low-energy (<18 eV) electrons. I. The
peptide and disulfide bridges. [J]. Radiation Research, 2002, 158(1).
[16]Silverstein M, Fiske N, Butman J. Trading up: The new American luxury [M]. Portfolio (Hardcover),
2003.
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was produced would be, while the freight rate of time charter would decline the
operating risk.
In 2004, Alizadeh[17] et al. made research to the relationship between the forward
and recent among crude oil futures, prompt goods and oil shipping rate in crude oil
shipping market applying coordinated theory, and the result expressed that a kind of
long-term dependent relationship existed between the freight rate of oil tanker and
the oil price in the consumption area of oil.
In 2011, Geman and Smith

[18]

made research to BDI index applying constant

elasticity of variance process (CEV). Through analyzing the fluctuations of index in
the 12 years from 1988 to 2010, they found that the variant index of BDI index was
changing all the time, and it had the phenomenon of structural discontinuity point in
time series.
In 2012, Omen

[19]

et al. selected related data of BDI and the interest rate of the

primary share market in the world in order to explore the mutual relationship between
the world macro economy and the shipping market, and made research to the
relationship between the fluctuations of BDI index and variants of the interest rate.
In 2013, Tarr M J

[20]

et al. made research selecting the typical shipping lines

such as the Middle East to Asia-Pacific, Europe, Eastern America to research the
relationship between the forward freight of the shipping market and the spot market
after financial crisis, and they thought that the forward and the spot market in current
market were correspondent.
In 2013, BatrincaGt[21] et al. made research to the fluctuations of the freight of the
global typical shipping lines selecting GARCH model aiming at the actual condition of
fierce fluctuations of freight in shipping market, and analyzed the important function
of FFA in reducing the declining risk of freight deeply.

[17]Griswold D. Shipping Jobs Overseas" or Reaching New Customers? Why Congress Should No
Tax Reinvested Earning Abroad [J]. Free Trade Bulletin, 2009 (36)
[18]Lim S M. Economies of scale in container shipping [J] MaritimePolicy Management 1988, 25(4):
361-373.
[19]Lepech M D, Sundholm V, K. The Dynamic Nature of the Governance Structure of Investments:
Measurement and Modeling, Organizational Fit, and Earning Potential [J] Organizational Fit, and
Earning Potential (October 17, 2014), 2014.
[20]Tan M J. FFA: a flexible fusiform area for subordinate-level visual processing automatized by
expertise.[J]. Nature Neuroscience, 2000, 3(8):764-769.
[21]Batrinca G. Measurement of Assets Price Risk in the Shipping Industry[J].International for
Business Research, 2013, 2(12): 1-6.
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In 2014, Lin H St [22] et al. made thorough research to the freight fluctuation of the
international energy shipping market, added the freight fluctuations of gas tanker
shipping based on the traditional oil shipping, made prediction to the forward rent
condition, and analyzed the specific operation to the risk control with FFA.
1.3.2 Domestic research status
The research on the return volatility of shipping markets has been started early
in our country and it mainly concentrates on the relationship between spot market
and forward market (FFA market) and the future forecast based on freight index. In
recent years, a large number of scholars have been focused on the research of the
current situation and characteristics of dry bulk shipping market and FFA market,
giving a detailed introduction of the application of FFA market hedging and risk
aversion in the actual operation on shipping market.
1. Research aiming at the Forward Fright Agreement FFA
ZhenLin Zhang et al

[23]

firstly started the researches on FFA in China and

introduced the origin, development and functions of FFA in detail. By using practical
examples of the shipping market, they described the process of FFA implement
hedging operations, while made a preliminary FFA summary on the advantages and
disadvantages of FFA.
PeihuaZong [24] (2001) studied the 4TC route price fluctuation which constitutes
an important part of the BPI index by using GARCH (1,1) model and analyzed the
impact of such price fluctuation on the forward freight market price fluctuations. The
research found that after 2003, information transmission efficiency of FFA transaction
price to spot market price has been going down.
In the same year Jin Gong and others (2001) [25] made an exploratory study,
which uses a strong general GARCH model,on BDI index yield rate and found that
the BDI yield rate has significant seasonal effects and fluctuation.

[22]Lin H S, Hsieh L Y Taiwanese NVOCC in the Greater China Shipping Market[C]/International
Conference on Advanced Computer 'Theory and Engineering, 4th (ICACTE 2011). ASME Press,2011.
[23]Zhang Zhenlin，and Zhang Renyi, A Discussion of the Application of Freight Forward Agreement
in Freight-Keeping [J], Shipping Management, 2001, (4):13-15.
[24]Chen Jihong, Zhenghong, and ZongPeihua, A Study of China’s “Second Home Port” Policy
and Relevant Issues [J], Port Economy, 2009:28-30. DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1009-7899.2009.01.009.
[25]Gongjing, An Empirical Research on International Dry Bulk Freight Risk Relevant Issues [D],
Shanghai Maritime University, 2001.
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Jian Zhang et al. (2006) [26] made a detailed study on how to use the FFA market
(forward freight agreements) to manage charter business interests and introduced
specific operating of shipping FFA hedging forward contracts.
Jian Zhu, Meilong Le [27] analyzed in detail and processed BDI monthly data from
2003 to 2005 using the ARMA model. The results showed that the Baltic Dry index
corresponding to the original data is not stationary, and will not be smooth until twice
difference balancing, but this research emphasizes too much on the study of
quantitative analysis of the data which lacks of qualitative research.
Liu Yang

[28]

compared and analyzed the relationship between FFA market and

dry bulk spot freight rates in detail and found that the supply and demand of the
market are still the most important factor in dry bulk shipping market. Significant
fluctuations in the index is caused by the huge contradiction between fluctuations in
demand and dry bulk shipping capacity growth lag because of the international trade
intense volatility.
Tongjiang Su et al.

[29]

(2008) described several forms of shipping market risk

aversion, and pointed out that forward freight agreements (FFA), shipping options,
long-term futures these three forms of fuel have become speculative, hedging
instruments.
Xiaolong Chen, etc.

[30]

(2008) thought that the freight shipping market risk

aversion may use the Baltic freight index futures, forward freight agreements and
ocean freight options and other derivatives, and the FFA method is more comparative
among these risk aversion means.
Kecong Lu and others [31] made the exploratory analysis of over years’ BDI index
fluctuation, and found that the dry bulk shipping market supply and demand
imbalance is the main cause of rapid exponential growth, especially China's
[26]Lu Xinglin, A Study of the GARCH model-based International Dry Bulk Freight Index Volatility [d],
Dalian Maritime University, 2010.
[27]Zhujian and YueMeilong, Baltic Dry Index Time Series Modeling [J], China Water Transport:
Academic Edition, 2007,7(8).
[28]Yangliu, The Relationship between Dry Bulk FFA Market and Spot Market [J], China Maritime,
2007, (3):48-49.
[29]SuTongjiang and Gaowei, A Discussion of FFA market [J], Qingdao Ocean Shipping Mariners
College, 2008, 29(2):58-62. DOI:10.3969/j.issn.2095-3747.2008.02.015.
[30]Chen Xiaolong and GuoRuifeng, NiuWenbin，Current Situation and Outlook of the Development of
Ocean freight derivatives market, World Shipping, 2008 31(1):21-22. DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1006-7728.2008.01.007.
[31]DingZuqin, Bayes Statistical Analysis of GARCH Model Based on GED [D], East China
Normal University, 2008.
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infrastructure and strong consumption these two factors have big influence relatively.
Jing Liu

[32]

(2008) made the empirical analysis on the relationship between

forward and spot

freight market in dry bulk shipping market using a variety of

time-series model and found that the capacity of the shipping market supply and
demand imbalance was no longer the main cause of BDI index rising from 2007 to
2008.
March 2013, Guolong Lin, Jun Han and others[33] from Shanghai Maritime
University at first applied Copula model to study volatility spillover effects and related
aspects between the spot and forward freight markets in shipping market, pointing
out that there are strong volatility spillover effects between the spot and forward
freight markets in shipping market.
2. Prediction of freight based on the existed freight index
In 2006 Yaoding Li et al

[34]

also analyzed previous years’ BDI data in detail. At

first they made the differential treatment, and then made heteroscedasticity test on
resulting sequences. Research shows that BDI logarithm series is the first-order
single whole sequence and international dry bulk shipping market is not weak
efficient market.
In 2007 Jian Zhu

[35]

from Shanghai Jiaotong University studied the dry bulk

forward freight agreements in practical applications for the use of GARCH models.
Subsequently, Kecong Lu, Gang Zhao

[36]

studied the function of the ARCH Model to

dry bulk forward freight index analysis based on the above study in 2008. They
analyzed and inspected the BDI stability, heteroscedasticity and found that these two
features have significant volatility clustering effect and analyzed the reasons behind
that.
In order to explore the relationship between the development of the shipping

[32]Liujing and Lu Chunxia，An Analysis of Baltic Dry Index Prediction Model [J], Marine Technology,
2008, (5):18-22.
[33]Lin Guolong, Ye Shanchun, Hanjun, et al., A Study of the FFA Market Interdependence Based on
Copula
Theory
[J],
Journal
of
Shanghai
Maritime
University,
2013,
34(1):62-67.
DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1672-9498.2013.01.013.
[34]LiYaoding and ZongPeihua, A Study of the Fluctuation of Baltic Dry Index [J], Journal of
Shanghai Maritime University, 2006, 27(4):84-87.DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1672-9498.2006.04.017.
[35]YuSuhong and Zhang Shiying, A Comparative Study of the Capability of Describing Financial
Time Series of SV and GRACH Model [J], Systems Engineering, 2002,20(5):28-33.
[36]LvLingyin and Zhu Yiqiu, Baltic Dry Index and Literature Review [J], Modern Economy: Modern
Property Management Mid-Month Publication, 2009, 8(2): 6-8.
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market and the world economy, in the same year, Huaming Zhou

[37]

made the

numerically fitting between fluctuation of BDI index and the degree of association of
the world economic situation. He established appropriate BDI forecast model and
introduced the Baltic Dry Index simple prediction method.
In 2008, the study on the dry bulk shipping market was more comprehensive
from Jing Lv and others

[38]

in Dalian Maritime University. They studied fluctuation

features of freight index from different types of dry bulk carriers (Capesize, Panamax
and Handymax). The result shows that the impact of external information for different
ship freight index is different.
In the same year, Fang Wei and others

[ 39 ]

studied the fluctuations of

international dry bulk shipping market freight rate, and made a detailed assessment
on the risks of leading to the fluctuations of dry bulk freight transport market. They
concluded that dry bulk shipping time yield sequence has the typical characteristics
of a non-normal distribution.
In 2009 domestic scholars JinlongNie, Xuying Li

[40]

made the detailed analysis

of the international dry bulk shipping market elements from the perspective of market
economics, using the model to study the long-term memory ARFIMA of international
dry bulk freight index. Eventually the results shows that dry bulk freight index has
long-term memory features.
In the same year Yang Song

[41]

established a model based on wavelet analysis

and predicted international dry bulk freight index in the context of the financial crisis
combined with RBF neural network approach.
In 2011, Hualong Yang, Jinxia Liu, Yonghui Fan and others

[42]

from Dalian

Maritime University, expanded the earning fluctuations of dry bulk market. They
studied not only fluctuations of dry bulk spot market, but also the volatility spillover
[ 37 ]ZhouHuaming, Simple Methods for Prediction of Baltic Dry Index [J], World Shipping,
2007,30(4):3-4.DOI:10.39691].issn.1006-7728.2007.04.002.
[38]Lvjing and Jiang Liping, A Study on the Fluctuation of Baltic International Tanker Routes [D],
Dalian Maritime University Master Degree Paper.
[39]Weifang, Dry Bulk Ocean Freight Market Fluctuation Risk Assessment [D], Dalian Maritime
University, 2008.
[ 40 ]NieJinlong and Li Xuyin, A Study of Baltic Dry Index Model [J], China WaterTransport
Monthly,2009,9(4):57-58. DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1006-7973-0.2009.04.028.
[41]Lijun, FFA pricing on dry bulk shipping market and application [D], Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, 2009.
[42]YangHualong, Liu Jinxia and Fang Yonghui. A Study of the Fluctuation of Baltic Dry Index [J],
Navigation of China, 2011 (3): 84-88.
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effects among the markets. Studies showed that significant volatility spillover effect
existed among dry bulk spot markets after the financial crisis.
In 2012, Jinxia Liu

[43]

studied the fluctuations of different ships in dry bulk

transport market combining with multivariate GARCH-BEKK model. The study found
that Capesize market has one direction volatility spillover effects for Panamax and
Handymax market.
2013, HengdaChe[44] also uses GARCH model to study the characteristics of the
dry bulk shipping market earnings in detail, based on the data of coastal coal freight
index, and the coastal dry bulk shipping was mostly reflected. The results showed
that the market have characteristics including fat-tailed, rapid response to external
information, strong continuity and so on and proved the existence of bullwhip effect in
coastal dry bulk shipping market.
3. Study on the fluctuations of enterprise earnings
He Lijun and Yang Ming, etc.

[45]

made comparisons and analysis to the degree

of fluctuations among enterprises earnings, and the result expressed that the usage
of periodic cost and bond interest produced fluctuations. When the sales amount is
bigger than the critical point, the usage of periodic cost and bond interest will
increase the degree of fluctuations of the enterprise earnings.
Ma Wanqing, He Lijun and Cai Tao, etc. [46] mainly researched and analyzed the
uncertain mechanism of enterprise earnings, and it combines the data in the actual
operation of enterprise to make further analysis to the factors of the fluctuations of
enterprise earnings. The result of the research thought that the main reason for the
fluctuations of enterprise earnings is that the uncertainty of the sales amount of
products and services causes the continuous earnings to fluctuate. At the same time,
it is also affected by factors such as the unit gross profit and periodic cost of the
products that are produced or service that is supplied.

[43]LiuJinxia, A Study of Volatility Spillover Effect of Freight Index between Dry Bulk Shipping
Market [J], Dalian Maritime University, 2012.DOI:10.7666/d.y2089393.
[44]CheHengda, A Study of the Bullwhip Effect on International Dry Bulk Shipping Market [D],
Dalian Maritime University, 2013.
[45]HeLijun, Chatao, and Yangming, A Contrastive Analysis of the Fluctuation of Business Income
[J], Quarterly Report of Jiangxi Normal University: Natural Science Edition 2004, 28(1):20-23.
DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1000-5862.2004.01.005.
[46]Ma Wanqing，He Lijun, and Chaotao, A Discussion on the Mechanism of Enterprise Earnings
Uncertainty [J], Journal of Yuncheng College, 2005, 23(2):34-36.DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1008-8008.2005.02.014.
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XueChuanyang, Caoyuan, etc. [47] made research to the fluctuations of earnings
of the listed banks in China in 2012, and the research result expressed that the
fluctuation of earnings caused by the mode of fair value measurement would be
bigger than the historic cost and mixed measurement mode significantly, and the
internal fluctuation of economy is the primary factor of the fluctuation of the listed
bank earnings.
1.3.3 Literature review
Above all, the present researches to the fluctuation of earnings mainly focus on
the following two aspects:
First of all, taking the freight index as the research objective based on the
research of the freight market and the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings.
On one hand, it analyzes the features of the forward freight agreement of shipping
enterprises and the application of the shipping enterprises based on FFA in
risk-avoiding of the market; On the other hand, it analyzes the influencing factors of
the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings, and explores the risks that these
factors may cause as well as how to avoid the risks.
Secondly, it mainly researches the fluctuation of financial enterprises earnings
such as manufacturing enterprises and banks and financial tools such as stocks,
while the direct researches to the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings are
few.
The researches to the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings can’t just rely
on the freight index because the fluctuation of earnings and the fluctuation of the
freight index are not synchronized completely. It is necessary to consider factors
such as the actual operation data of shipping enterprises and the transport capacity.
Only selecting the unit earnings of shipping company in the market operation and
making analysis to the fluctuation from the dual perspectives of the actual shipping
market and the shipping enterprises that are engaged in operation can reflect more
problems in the fluctuation of enterprises earnings.
1.4 Main contents and thoughts that are researched in this paper
Taking shipping enterprises as the research objectives, this paper analyzes the
fluctuation condition of the earnings. Firstly it introduces the theory of the fluctuation
[47]XueChunyang and Caoyuan, A Study of the Fluctuation of China's Listed Banks' Earnings [J],
New accountant, 2012, (8):22-23.
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of enterprise earnings, and extends the theory of the fluctuation of shipping company
earnings combining with the specific operation features of shipping enterprises, and
makes detailed introduction to the features of the fluctuation of shipping enterprise
earnings. The analysis in this paper as to the current situation of the fluctuation of
shipping enterprises earnings expresses that the fluctuation of shipping enterprises
earnings has a certain consistency. Considering this condition, this paper classifies
shipping enterprises that are engaged in the same market to make analysis taking
different shipping market as dividing basis. Then the shipping enterprises make
empirical analysis applying the models of GARCH and EGARCH as to the samples
that are selected in this paper, and conduct classified researches to the fluctuation of
the earnings of dry bulk shipping enterprises, crude oil shipping and container
shipping separately. Finally it puts forward corresponding operation strategies and
suggestions to the shipping enterprises in China as to the research summary of this
paper. The main research contents of this paper are mainly as following:
Chapter 1 mainly introduces the research background and significance, reviews
the current situations of domestic and foreign researches as to this problem, points
out the insufficient research in this stage and the improvements that are conducted
as to the above insufficiency.
Chapter 2 mainly makes detailed introduction to the theory of the fluctuations of
shipping enterprises earnings, especially makes further analysis to the features of
this fluctuation, which supplies theoretical support to the selection of research
models in the following text, and selects and introduces the researching index
specifically.
Chapter 3 makes analysis to the current situation of the fluctuations of shipping
enterprises earnings, which instructs the necessity and reasonableness of making
research and analysis to the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings from
different perspectives of the market.
Chapter 4 introduces the selection of the models and construction of indexes. It
makes simple introduction to the model of GARCH that is selected as to the features
of researching problems that are introduced in the above text, and makes
introduction to the necessity and reasonableness of selecting this researching index.
Chapter 5 is the empirical research to the fluctuations of shipping enterprises
earnings, and it is the core content of this paper. Firstly it collects and process the
13

original data of the sampled enterprises that are to be selected to get the unit
earnings data of the sampled shipping enterprises under different markets. Describe
the basic statistic features of the unit earnings rate of these three units; Build models
of GARCH and EGARCH separately, solve applying EVIEWS statistic analyzing
software and analyze the parameters of the fluctuation of unit earnings of each
market that are obtained.
Chapter 6 summarizes the researching conclusion of this paper and puts
forward operation development of the shipping enterprises in China. At the same
time, it proposes the insufficiency of the research in this paper hoping to be improved
in the later research.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Basis For the Fluctuation of Shipping
Enterprises Earnings

Enterprise earnings

[48]

is the economic business that an enterprise has actually,

and it is usually deemed as the sales earnings that are obtained by selling or
supplying labor. While the fluctuation of earnings refers to the changing condition of
enterprises earnings in a certain time series, analyzing the factors, directions and
strengths, etc. of the change of enterprise earnings, which constitute the main factors
of analyzing the fluctuation of earnings.
2.1 Introduction of the earnings of shipping enterprises
The theory of the earnings of shipping enterprises mainly researches the
earnings condition of shipping enterprises, including but not limiting to the analysis to
the factors of the earnings of shipping enterprise, features of the earnings fluctuation
of shipping enterprises, constitutions of the earnings of shipping enterprises, etc.
Next we will introduce the earnings of shipping enterprises from the above aspects
separately.
2.1.1 Constitutions of the earnings of shipping enterprises
Products that are supplied by shipping enterprise are the shipping service of
cargoes, and the earnings of shipping enterprises is composed by two parts
according to the earnings theory of ordinary enterprises: the shipping volume of
cargoes that are supplied and the freight level of the cargoes. Next we will make
detailed introduction to these two parts.
(1) The shipping volume of cargoes that shipping enterprises can supply in
operation terms are restrained by many factors, including the cargo volume that
enterprises can collect, transport capacity that enterprises can supply, the
management level of shipping enterprise, etc. If the scale of the shipping capacity
supplied by the shipping enterprise is insufficient, it will increase the opportunity cost
[48]Chen Juhong, Wang Yingluo and Sun Linyan, A Game Study of the Issues of Virtual Enterprises’
Income Distribution [J], Operations Research and Management Science, 2002, 11(1):11-16.DOI:10.39691j.
issn.1007-3221.2002.01.002.
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of enterprises, and miss the opportunity of earning higher earnings; If the collecting
capacity of shipping enterprise is insufficient, the shipping capacity will be in idle, and
the earnings will decline; If the managers of enterprise have good controlling capacity
of vessels, they can play the maximum shipping capacity, which can supply satisfied
transportation service for customers and increase the earnings of enterprises.
(2) The freight level of cargoes is mainly effected by the supplying and
demanding condition of the shipping capacity of the market. According to related
theory of shipping economics, demand exceeding supply can cause the freight to rise,
in contrast, surplus of transport capacity will intensify the competition and cause the
freight to decline. At the same time, the natures of cargoes are different, so the
freight level of different cargoes in different markets are also different. Generally, the
higher the value of the cargoes is, the higher the freight level is.
2.1.2 Analysis of the factors of the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings
Shipping markets include many subsidiary markets, and the loading cargoes,
market structures, competition conditions of markets are different greatly, so the
theory of the earnings of shipping enterprises should also be discussed by markets
and conditions, because the earnings condition of shipping enterprises in different
markets are different greatly.
(1) In completely competitive shipping market, the formation of equilibrium price
is decided by two aspects of supplying and demanding. Supply exceeding demand in
the shipping market will inevitably increase the idle transport capacity, which will
increase the operation cost of shipping enterprise. To reduce this losses, shipping
enterprises will inevitably reduce the freight to participate in the competition. If the
transport capacity of shipping market is in great demand, and there are no vessels to
transport in the market, it will inevitably let the owners of vessels improve the price
and earn higher earnings.
(2) Different shipping market load different types of cargoes, and the effects to
the fluctuation of the earnings of shipping enterprises that are engaged in this market
are also different. The dry bulk shipping market mainly ships bulk cargoes in low
price (iron ore, coal, grain, etc.), and the demands of these cargoes are closely
related with the global macro-economic environment. The consumption of crude oil is
also affected by the economic development, but the fluctuation degree of earnings is
relatively mild because it concerns about the national energy security. Most of
16

containers are used to ship cargoes in high value of semi-finished products and
finished products. Besides the effect of the global macro economy, it is also effected
by factors such as seasons, holidays, etc.
(3) The structures of different shipping markets are different. The constitutive
properties of the market faced by the shopping enterprises that are engaged in
different shipping operations are different. From the perspective of the competitive
degree and opening degree of the market, the dry bulk shipping market is completely
competitive market, container shipping is the second, and the market competitive
degree of crude oil shipping is relatively weaker because the supervision degree to it
from the government is higher for it concerns the national energy security.
2.1.3 Features of the fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings
The shipping market is the shipping and service market that is derived from the
international economy and trade, and the corresponding shipping demand is a kind
of derivative demand. The products supplied by shipping enterprises are the shipping
service of cargoes, and its earnings is influenced by the big environment of the global
economy, trade and politics.
The fluctuation of the earnings index usually represents the behavior trend of the
earnings of the whole market, we can see that the obvious feature of the shipping
market is the fierce fluctuations of the market earnings.
(1) The fluctuation degree of the earnings index is fierce, or even the largest
fluctuation extend of the adjacent month exceeds 35%, and this fluctuation is a
sustainable process. The fluctuation degree in the period with higher earnings level is
more fierce correspondingly;
(2) The aggregation degree of fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings is
high, and usually the fluctuations with larger extend and smaller extend are in
different stages, which explains that the fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings
has a certain aggregation;
(3) The changes of the earnings index of shipping enterprises has a certain
periodicity, and the earnings index in this periodicity will experience a periodical
change from a low point to the peak and then returning back to the low point. The
span of each period is about 4-5 years, but the extends of fluctuations of the earnings
in the same period are also different.
(4) The time that the fluctuation of earnings lasts in each period is shorter, the
17

intervals between the high point and the low point is shorter, and the changing speed
is faster, which explains that the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings has the
feature of intensity.
The above are main features of the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings,
and the traditional theory of the fluctuations of enterprise earnings thought [49] that the
fluctuations of enterprise earnings was a kind of random fluctuation behavior and it
had no regularity. We can see that this fluctuation is different from the traditional
fluctuation, and it performs behavior features that are different from the traditional
theory of the fluctuation of the enterprise earnings. It is closer to the feature of the
time earnings series of the financial market, which can’t be analyzed by the
traditional multiple linear regression model. Based on the above factors, this paper
selects problems that GARCH model which is mostly used in the financial time series
to analyze. As to the introduction of this model, we will make detailed introduction in
the following text.
2.2 Main research problems of the theory of the fluctuation of shipping
enterprises earnings
Shipping market is constituted by many subsidiary markets, and the current
situations of loading types of cargoes, shipping methods and the degree of
participating in the globalization are different, so the earnings fluctuation of shipping
enterprises are also different. However the general feature of the shipping market
keeps unchangeable, and it has the general feature of the shipping market. It mainly
makes detailed introduction to the earnings of shipping enterprises from the three
aspects including the influencing factors, features of fluctuation and constitution in
the above text, and this paper makes analysis to the fluctuation of shipping
enterprises earnings that participate in the shipping market from the following
aspects separately, which also constitute the main aspect of the theory of the
fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings in this paper:
(1) Analysis of the influencing factors of the earnings of the shipping enterprises
Conducting research to every fluctuation period, analyzing the influencing
factors at the back of the fluctuation, summarizing and collecting these influencing
factors are main aspects of the theory of fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings.
Making clear the influencing degree of these factors to the fluctuations of earnings
[49]FanLishu, Econometrics [M], Zhejiang University Press, 2007.5.173-187.P173-P187.
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and the reasons for that has important guidance significance to avoid risks in the
actual operation, which is favor of adopting reasonable operation strategies to control
the risks and keep the operation stable.
(2) Analysis of the fierce degree of the fluctuations of shipping enterprises
earnings
We can see from Figure 2.1 that the fluctuations of the shipping market earnings
is very fierce, but the market earnings index can’t reflect the condition of the
fluctuations of earnings in the actual operation of shipping enterprises, and this
qualitative analysis can’t describe the strength of the fluctuation accurately. So it is
necessary to use researching models to conduct qualitative research to the
fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings that are engaged in each shipping
market, and it can have accurate recognition to the strength of the fluctuations, which
has vital guidance function to the selection of the operation strategies of shipping
enterprises and lessen the fluctuations of earnings.
(3) Analysis of the durability of the fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings
The factors to the fluctuation of the earnings of shipping enterprises are different
not only in the fierce degree, but also in the duration of fluctuation. The duration of
this kind of fluctuation is named as long-term memory in statistic field, and the
long-term memory of earnings series fluctuation of shipping enterprises is mainly
performed in two aspects. On one hand, fluctuations of this earnings rate series are
related, so it can adopt the previous earnings value to predict the value of the future
earnings rate. On the other hand, it also means that it can predict the fluctuation of
the earnings of the shipping enterprises in some degree so as to reach the aim of
avoiding risks for the shipping market.
(4) Analysis of the asymmetry of the fluctuations of shipping enterprises
earnings
The “positive” and “negative” factors with the same degree have different
influences to the fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings, and we usually call
this kind of condition as “Leverage Effect”. It refers to the asymmetrical fluctuation
condition with different degrees that the positive and negative information influence
the distribution series of earnings rate. In other word, the influencing degrees of
positive and negative information to the earnings are different. Factors that influence
the fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings are many, and shipping enterprises
19

that are engaged in the shipping market have different features. Influenced by factors
such as the “hysteresis effect” of the increasing of the scale of the shipping capacity,
the degree of participating in the globalization, types of cargoes that are shipped, the
global energy policy, leverage effect of the earnings fluctuation of shipping
enterprises is obvious, and under most conditions, this kind of asymmetric leverage
is inclined to the negative effect. That is relatively speaking, the extend of the
negative fluctuation of the market caused by “bad news” is bigger than the positive
influence brought by the “good news”.
The researches [50] to the fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings that are
engaged in different shipping markets in the above four aspects constitute main
aspects of the theory of the fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings in this paper.
These researches can form correspondence with the features of the fluctuations of
shipping enterprises earnings so as to make detailed analysis to the several main
points of fluctuations of earnings more accurately.
2.3 Conclusion of this chapter
This chapter mainly conducts detailed introduction to the theory of the
fluctuations of shipping enterprises earnings. Firstly it conducts deep analysis to the
research problems of this paper, and makes clear the features of the fluctuation of
shipping enterprises earnings. Construct the theory of the fluctuation of shipping
enterprises earnings aiming at the problems that need to be researched in this paper
so as to make clear the primary research aspects. As the important theoretical
support of this paper, this chapter supplies important basis for the selection of the
researching models and methods and the selection of the researching index in the
following, at the same time, it also supplies theoretical frame for the empirical
analysis in the following text.

[50]Lou Yingjun，A Study of the Leverage Effect in Chinese Stock Market Based on EGARCH
Model [J], China Soft Science, 2003, (10):49-51.DOI:10.3969/j. issn.1002-97s3 .2003.10.010.
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Chapter 3 The Current Situation of the Fluctuation of Shipping
Enterprises Earnings in China

The shipping market can be subdivided into many subsidiary markets,
researches and analysis to the fluctuations of shipping enterprises in earnings that
are engaged in different markets should be treated differently. And we should make
researches and analysis to the fluctuation of earnings to the shipping enterprises of
different markets separately. Considering that the dry bulk shipping market, crude oil
shipping and container shipping are the three-in-hand that drive the global shipping
market, and the main parts that constitute the shipping market, so this paper selects
the shipping enterprises that are engaged in the above three typical markets to
analyze the fluctuations of earnings. Next this paper firstly introduces the current
situation of the fluctuations of earnings of the primary shipping enterprises in China
that are engaged in the above three markets.
3.1 The current situation of the fluctuations of the shipping enterprises in earnings
of subdivided markets
3.1.1 Fluctuations of dry bulk shipping enterprises in earnings
Dry bulk shipping plays an important role in the international shipping market.
With the rapid development of Chinese economy, the scale of the dry bulk shipping is
also increased greatly, however, the increasing of the scale doesn’t bring the
corresponding increasing of earnings. Analyzing the fluctuations of dry bulk shipping
enterprises earnings can have a more comprehensive understanding to the condition
of corresponding enterprises in earnings.
Dry bulk shipping enterprises in China mainly have China COSCO, CMES,
CSDC, CSC Phoenix, etc., and they master over 50% of the shipping capacity of the
dry bulk shipping

[51]

. This paper selects several typical shipping enterprises and

analyzes the data of the fluctuations in earnings of every quarter in the time span
from the first quarter of 2007 to the first quarter of 2015, then makes analysis to the
[51]Hanjun, Liubo, Liu Qianzai, et al. 2014 in Retrospect and 2015 Outlook of International Dry Bulk
Shipping Market [J], Shipping Management, 2015, 37(1):36-38. DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1000-8799.2015.01.015.
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features of these fluctuations:
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Figure 3.1 Fluctuation of dry bulk shipping enterprises in earnings

It can be seen from the fluctuations of dry bulk shipping enterprises in earnings
in the above figure, the fluctuations of the three enterprises in earnings are similar,
which is decided by the features of the dry bulk shipping market. Shipping
enterprises in the same market may make the same response when they are
influenced by the same factors, especially the external macro environmental factors.
Based on this condition, it can summarize the dry bulk shipping enterprises and take
them as an integration to research the fluctuation of the shipping enterprises in
earnings in this market. Since the high spot of shipping in 2007, the fluctuations of
dry bulk shipping[52]enterprises in China have kept within 15% except from individual
months reaching 33%, especially the earning series has been relatively stable since
2010. It also reflects the operation features of the dry bulk shipping enterprises. The
fluctuations of dry bulk shipping are affected by seasons greatly, and it has typical
seasonal period.
3.1.2 Fluctuations of crude oil shipping enterprises in earnings
As the important component of shipping market, the international crude oil

52

[ ]Lai Shengliang，Global Market of Tanker Shipment [J], China Maritime, 2015, (3).
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shipping market has developed for hundreds of years, and the rising and falling of
crude oil shipping market concern the economic development in China directly. At
present the typical crude oil shipping enterprises mainly have CMES, Dalian Ocean,
CSDC, NJTC, etc. and they master over 65% of the crude oil shipping capacity.
Analyzing the fluctuations of earnings taking these enterprises as samples can better
reflect the fluctuations of crude oil shipping enterprises in earnings. Next we will
select two samples to make analysis to the current situation of the fluctuations of
crude oil shipping enterprises in earnings.
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CSD

Fig.3.2FluctuationsofRudeoilshippingenterprisesearnings

The above is the fluctuation conditions of the earning of two main crude oil
shipping enterprises in each quarter, and we can see that except that 26% of the big
fluctuation of earnings took place in the third quarter of 2009, they kept within 15% in
other quarters. With the international oil price declined rapidly since 2014, and the
demand to crude oil were increased greatly, the earnings of enterprises were
increased greatly. Generally speaking, the fluctuations of crude oil shipping
enterprises from 2010 to the first half of 2014 were mild relatively, and there were not
factors that make fierce effects to the earnings of enterprises. So fluctuation
conditions of each enterprises earnings have similarities, and we can summarize
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shipping enterprises in this market to take it as an integration to study.
3.1.3 Fluctuations of container shipping enterprises in earnings
Compared with the development of the global container shipping market, China
started lately, but the growth rate has always kept higher level. Container shipping
has become an important pole in the ocean shipping industry in China, and inserted
huge power to the continuous development of Chinese economy. The investment
magnitude of container shipping market is huge, and the market entry is relatively
high, it usually spends a long time to form the scale of the shipping capacity and
brand efficiency, and it usually performs scaled concentration effect. At present
typical container shipping enterprises mainly have COSCO, CSCL, SITC, Evergreen
Marine, etc.

[53]

, and they control over 55% of the container shipping capacity.

Analyzing the fluctuations of earnings taking these enterprises as samples can better
reflect the fluctuations features of container shipping enterprises earnings.
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Fig.3.3FluctuationsofContainershippingenterprises in earnings

The above is two classic shipping enterprises that are mainly engaged in the
international container shipping, and the fluctuation conditions of them can reflect the

[53]ZhongXiaoxu, A Study of the Evaluation of Financial Performance of China Shipping Listed
Companies [J], Dalian Maritime University, 2014.
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fluctuation trends of the earnings of the whole container shipping market. We can see
that since 2007, the fluctuations of container shipping enterprises in earnings are
mild, and the biggest extend of fluctuation is 20%. But the fluctuations in each quarter
of every year are all fierce, which explains that the fluctuations of container shipping
enterprises in earnings have strong seasonality. It may be related with the type of
cargoes it loads, and is easy to be influenced by factors such as holidays.
3.2 Summary of this chapter
We can know from the above analysis that fluctuations of shipping companies in
earnings in the same shipping market have a certain consistency no matter in the
extend of fluctuation or the time of fluctuation, but the fluctuations of shipping
companies in earnings in different shipping markets are different greatly. Based on
this condition, this paper takes each shipping market as the standard of classification,
and the shipping enterprises in the same market as an integration to analyze the
fluctuation condition of shipping enterprises in different shipping markets. The
specific statistic conditions are shown in table 3.1.
The specific statistic conditions are shown in table 3.1.
Tab.3.1SummaryofShippingcompaniesfluctuationsinearnings
Subsidiary markets

Features of fluctuations

Drybulk shipping
market

The fluctuations of dry bulk shipping enterprises in China
have kept within 15% except from individual months
reaching 33%, especially the earning series has been
relatively stable since 2010.

Crude oil shipping
market

Except that 26% of the big fluctuation of earnings took
place in the third quarter of 2009, they kept within 15% in
other quarters. With the international oil price declined
rapidly since 2014, and the demand to crude oil were
increased greatly, the earnings of enterprises were
increased greatly.

Container shipping
market

The fluctuations of container shipping enterprises
earnings are mild, and the biggest extend of fluctuation is
20%. But the fluctuations in each quarter of every year are
fierce, which explains that the fluctuations of container
shipping enterprises earnings have strong seasonality.

Conclusion

Fluctuations of shipping
companies earnings in
the
same
shipping
market have a certain
consistency no matter in
the extend of fluctuation
or the time of fluctuation,
but the fluctuations of
shipping
companies
earnings in different
shipping markets are
different greatly.

Shipping industry is the typical capital-intensive industry, the market entry is
relatively high, and it usually needs to spend a long time to form the scale of the
shipping capacity and brand efficiency. It usually performs scaled concentration
effect. Selecting representative shipping enterprises to analyze the fluctuations of
shipping enterprises in earnings in this market is usually representative.
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Chapter 4 Empirical Study on the Fluctuations of Shipping
Enterprises Earnings

In can be known from the above text that the shipping companies fluctuations in
earnings have features such as aggregation, long-term memorability, leverage effect,
etc., while the traditional multiple linear regression model mostly adopts independent
homeostatic hypothesis that residual is zero, and it can’t proceed objective and
accurate description to the condition and feature of the earning series of shipping
enterprises units. GARCH model has stronger generalized capacity, and it is widely
used in the series study of financial times with complex fluctuation. It can better meet
the requirement of the problems in the paper that need to be studied and reach more
ideal imitative effect, so this paper selects this model to make research and analysis
to the shipping companies’ fluctuation in earnings. The selection and design of the
research index have important influence to the research to this problem. Good
design of index can let the research of problem be more clear and distinct, which can
not only reduce unnecessary limiting factors, but also reflect more problems and let
the skeleton of the paper be more clear. Next it will make detailed introduction to the
model and research index that are selected in this paper.
4.1 Introduction of researching model
This paper selects GARCH model to analyze the fluctuation of earnings, and
selects EGARCH model to make quantitative and qualitative research to the
leverage effect of shipping companies’ fluctuation in earnings, so firstly introduce
GARCH and EGARCH model.
4.1.1 Introduction of GARCH model
The specific form of the conditional variance equation of M in GARCH model is
as following:
q

p

i 1

j 1

ht      i  t2i    j ht  j

（4-1）

  0( j  1, 2,L p)
Among which,   0 ， i  0(i  1, 2,L q) ， j
， the sufficient
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be

stable
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p
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，the closer the value is to 1, it expresses that the duration of the

series fluctuation is stronger. p is the interval of model GARCH term, while q is the
interval of model ARCH term. When the interval p and q of term GARCH and ARCH
are bigger than 1, that is the high interval GARCH (p,q) model.
In this paper, it selects low interval GARCH(1,1) model, high interval
GARCH(2,1), GARCH(1,2), and GARCH(2,2) to conduct fitting examination to the
earnings rate series separately. It is found through the analysis of examination result
that simple and effective low interval GARCH(1,1) can better describe the time series
of the fluctuation of shipping enterprises in earnings, so this paper selects this model,
and the specific fitting process will be detailed introduced in the following context.
Because this paper selects low interval GARCH(1,1) model finally, here firstly
introduce this model. Low interval GARCH(U) is equal to ARCH(∞) model, and the
expression of formula is:
ht     t21   ht 1

（4-2）

Among which   0 ，  0,   0,     1  are returning coefficient, and  is
hysteresis coefficient.
It can be seen from the expression formula (4-2) that the conditional variance
ht is a function including three terms:

(1) The constant term  decides the long-term mean level of the fluctuations.
Its difference from the hysteresis coefficient and returning coefficient is that the value
of  is very sensitive to the length of the data term that is used when evaluating the
model. If the data span interval is very long, and there is possibility to take place
extreme market activity, the evaluation value of c will be higher. It can be seen that
the current structure of the fluctuation term is restrained in a higher level.
(2) ARCH term  (returning coefficient), it reflects the information of the last
2
stage about the fluctuation through the lagging term  t 1 of the residual square. The
bigger  is, it means that the fluctuation will respond more quickly to the market

activity, and the fluctuation will be distributed lengthily and sharply.
(3) AGRCH term  (hysteresis coefficient ), the predicted variance of the last
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stage is ht 1 . The bigger the lagging factor of GARCH is, it means that the duration
time of the fluctuation will be longer, that is it needs to eliminate the impact of the
conditional variance after quite a long time.
4.1.2 Introduction of EGARCH model
EGARCHmodel [54] is developed on the basis of GARCH model, and the forms to
express the variance equation are many, this paper adopts a common form:
q

p

i 1

j 1

ln ht      i g ( zt i )   i ln ht  j

And

（4-3）

g ( zt )   zt    zt  E zt 
z   t / ht
， t
， zt

independently identically

distributed, E( zt )  0 ， Var ( zt )  1. What can supply leverage effect in the model is the
parameter of  , and the specific performance of the leverage effect is:①When
  0 , it expresses that the positive impact and the negative impact have the effect

with the same degree to fluctuations; ②When   0 , it expresses that the change of
the conditional variance caused by the positive impact will be bigger than the
negative impact with the equal degree; ③When   0 , it expresses that the change of
the conditional variance caused by the negative impact will be bigger than the
positive impact with the same degree. It expresses through a large amount of
practice and research that this kind of asymmetry (   0 ) usually exists in the
fluctuations of financial time series, so whether the coefficient  is significant or not
as the hypothesis that is selected is the examination of the leverage effect in this
paper.
4.2 Introduction of the research index in this paper
4.2.1 Selection of the research index
This paper is the research as to the fluctuations of shipping enterprises in
earnings, but there will be the following problems if just selecting the data of the
earnings of shipping enterprises as the research index:
(1) The shipping capacity of each shipping enterprise in the same shipping

[ 54 ]Zhengping, 2014 Shipping Market: Bottom Shock Consolidation [J], China Logistics &
Purchasing, 2015, (4).
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market is different, and the fluctuations of enterprise earnings doesn’t have
comparability and consistency, so they can’t be overlapped, summarized and
compared.
(2) Shipping enterprises in different shipping markets are different in shipping
methods, types of cargoes and the market structure, so we can’t set the enterprise
earnings as the index simply.
(3) Taking the enterprise earnings as the index simply can’t reflect the effects of
factors such as operation efficiency, ship team construction and management to
earnings.
(4) The level of enterprise earnings may not be positively correlative with the
earnings and the operation and management level of the enterprise, so we can’t take
the total benefit as the research objective purely.
In order to solve all of the problems above, this paper consider the overall
earnings of shipping enterprises and the shipping capacity it owns, select the index
of the earnings of shipping enterprise to make research to the problems of this paper.
4.2.2 Index Introduction of the Shipping Enterprise Earnings
The earnings of shipping enterprises refer to the contribution of the shipping
capacity of each unit that enterprise owns to the earnings. Select indexes that are not
used to express as to the features of each shipping market, and the specific
expression indexes are shown in table 4.1 in the following:
Tab.4.1 The constitute of unit scale of Shipping enterprises revenue metrics
Index name
Unit revenue of dry and
bulk shipping enterprises

Unit revenue of rude oil
shipping enterprises

Unit revenue of container
shipping enterprises

Index constitute
unit

Rt /DWT

Rt /DWT

Rt /TEU

Meaning
It expresses dividing the total shipping
capacity(expressed by DWT) that shipping
enterprises master with the total earnings of
enterprises, Rt
It expresses dividing the total shipping capacity
(expressed by DWT)that shipping enterprises

R

master with the total earnings of enterprises, t
It expresses dividing the total shipping
capacity(expressed by TEU)
that shipping
enterprises master with the total earnings of
enterprises,

Rt

The scale of the shipping capacity that shipping enterprises hold is the basic
productivity for it to be engaged in shipping production activity. Generally speaking,
the expansion of the shipping capacity will bring increasing of earnings, but the
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fluctuations of earning is not positive correlation with the change of the shipping
capacity. The blind expansion of shipping capacity will embed huge hidden risk for
enterprises, while the increasing of earnings will cover this risk, so it is difficult to be
found. Analyzing the fluctuations of shipping enterprises in earning from the
perspective of unit earning have the following two aspects of advantages:
First of all, it can reflect the operation efficiency of the shipping market, and it
has important guiding function to control the risk of the scale of the shipping capacity
and avoid the blind expansion of the scale of shipping capacity;
Secondly, it can understand the fluctuations of earnings from the perspective of
practical operation, analyze the fluctuations of unit scale earnings combining with the
fluctuations of the freight indexes and analyze the mutual relation between it and the
change of the freight index. These analysis can reflect the operation conditions of
enterprises more accurately, and analyze whether the constitution of ship teams is
reasonable, and the management is qualified or not.
Generally speaking, the fluctuations of unit earnings is lagged behind the
fluctuations of freight in the prosperous term of the shipping marker. Because with
the prosperity of the market, shipping companies will increase the scale of shipping
capacity correspondingly, and earn more profit. Relevantly, in the period when the
shipping market declines, the fluctuations of unit earnings will be more dramatic then
the fluctuations of the freight index, so the delivery of shipping capacity has lagging
effect. With the gradual delivery of ordered shipping capacity, the scale of shipping
capacity is expanded gradually. But the declining of freight index causes the unit
earnings to decline greatly.
4.3 Data selection and analysis of the features of basic statistics
This paper selects the unit revenue of shipping enterprises in each quarter to
study on fluctuations. This paper selects 49 groups of data from the first quarter of
2013 to the first quarter of 2015 to ensure the correct restrains of the model. The
quantity of data that is selected can’t only meet the basic requirement of GARCH
model, the fluctuations of the shipping market in the period have typicality and
representativeness. It experienced the development of shipping market from steady
to prosperity(2003-2007), and reaches the peak and then the market took a sudden
turn and became worse rapidly(the second half of 2008). Later the shipping market
has been operated in the low post 08-now). So studying on the fluctuations of
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shipping enterprises earnings in this period has important significance.
4.3.1 Selection and processing of the raw data
Considering that the problems that are studied in this paper is the study on the
fluctuations of shipping enterprises in unit earning, the data that need to be used
can’t be obtained directly, which needs to experience a certain searching and
processing. Search the raw data and collect the data to the data in the practical
operation of the sampled shipping enterprises that are selected (the revenue in the
quarter in the stage of the shipping enterprises and the scale condition of the
shipping capacity) to further make regression process to the data [55].
1. Procession of raw data
Firstly, select typical shipping enterprises in dry and bulk shipping market, rude
oil shipping market and container shipping market separately to sum up the shipping
capacity that sampled shipping enterprises in each market master to get the total
scale of the shipping capacity of the samples; Then sum up earnings of each
corresponding

shipping

companies

in

each

subsidiary

market

to

divide

corresponding total scale of the shipping capacity so as to get the unit earnings of
shipping enterprises in the market. The specific data that is got is shown in the
attachment of the paper:
j n

in

j 1

i 1

yx   ( R1  R2  L  Rn ) /  (T1  T2  L  Tn )

（4-4）

Among which: yx represents the unit revenue of the typical enterprises in some
quarter in the market x;
Rn represents the total income of some a quarter of the ship-owning company n

in the market x;
Tn represents the scale of the total shipping capacity in some a quarter of the

ship-owning company in the market x.
The selection of the specific sample enterprises can refer to the table 4.2:

[55]Lou Yingjun, A Study of the Leverage Effect in Chinese Stock Market Based on Model [J], China
Soft Science, 2003, (10):49-51.DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1002-97s3.2003.10.010.
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Tab.4.2 The procession of raw data
Subsidiary market
Statistical project

Dry and bulk ship

Rude oil market

Shipping
capacity

Revenue

Revenue

Shipping
capacity

Container ship
Shipping
capacity

Revenue

COSCO

√

CMES

√

√

--

CSDXF

√

√

--

CSC Phoenix

√

--

--

NJTC

--

√

√

CSCL

--

--

√

SITC

--

--

--

DOSC

--

√

--

Summary
Unit revenue

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√
√

The above enterprises that are selected are typical enterprises in dry and bulk
shipping market, rude oil shipping market and container shipping market in China,
and they constitute the primary participating subjects of the shipping market in China.
The proportion of the scale of the shipping capacity that they master in each
subsidiary market is up to 50%, so it has good representativeness. Selecting and
collecting the routine operation data of these enterprises to get the unit revenue and
making analysis to them can better analyze the condition of the fluctuations of the
unit revenue of shipping enterprises in China.
2. Analysis of the time series of the raw data
Get the raw data that is required through the above calculation, and the time
series of the fluctuations of the unit benefit of shipping enterprises in each market as
shown in the figure 4.3:
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Fig.4.3The Time Series of Rude Data
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Set up their own smooth index curve to these three series(dry and bulk shipping
market, rude oil shipping market and container shipping market), and it can be seen
from each index curve that during the sample term(the first quarter of 2003 to the first
quarter of 2015), the fluctuations of the earnings of the raw data of the typical
shipping enterprises in each shipping market is more dramatic, and they are
unsteady series, among which the fluctuations of dry and bulk shipping market and
container market are extremely dramatic. As to this condition, in order to portray the
fluctuations of the unite revenue of the shipping enterprises in each shipping market
better and more objectively, this paper takes the logarithm to the earnings rate series
of the raw data and conducts differential treatment. It needs to make differential
treatment mainly because:
I. An important function of logarithm transformation is that it can transform the
trend of the curve of the series of the earnings rate. Transform the growth trend to the
linear trend. This treatment can further eliminate the unsteadiness of the series.
II. The earnings rate of the index can be portrayed specifically by the index
difference expressed by the logarithm difference, so it can analyze the variation
condition of index from the change of the curve of the earnings rate of the index.
3. The treatment of the first difference of data
Conduct the treatment of the first difference of logarithm to the unit revenue
series of each quarter. Let the earnings rate got after the difference be Rt ，the unit
earnings of a quarter be Yt ， and the series of the earnings rate will be
Rt  ln Yt  ln Yt 1 . In order to express conveniently next:
Rt BULK : Represents the revenue series of the typical dry and bulk shipping

enterprises in after the first difference of unit revenue;
Rt RUDE : Represents the revenue series of the typical rude oil shipping

enterprises in after the first difference of unit revenue;
Rt CONT : Represents the revenue series of the typical container shipping

enterprises in after the first difference of unit revenue;
Through the above treatment, we can get the time series of revenue rate of the
three markets after the first difference, as shown in figure4.4
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It can be seen visually from the series of the earnings rate in the figure 4.4 that
the time series of earnings rate after the first difference is very steady relatively to the
original series. Each value fluctuates surrounding 0, and this fluctuation has typical
aggregation. It can be evaluated primarily through observing the series figure that the
series of the earnings rate is steady, and it has gregariousness and continuity. Next
the paper will certify these features.
4.3.2 Analysis of the basic statistical feature
4.3.2.1 Introduction of the basic statistical magnitude
In order to conduct better statistical analysis to the series of the earnings rate of
the shipping enterprises in the three shipping markets, it needs to calculate the mean
value, median, standard deviation, kurtosis and test statistics of JB normal distribution.
The rules and features that each statistics [56] can display are as following:
(1) The mean value of the time series of each series earnings rate describes the
average fluctuations of the earnings rate in corresponding sampled term;
(2) The medians in the series of earnings rate can reflect the concentrated
degree of shipping enterprises earnings. Applying the medians to describe the
general level of this group of data usually because that individuals in the data group
deviate data of the general level seriously, which is a common method;
(3) The standard deviation of the earnings rate of the shipping market can better
portray the dispersion degree of the sampled data, and the size of the fluctuations of
the earnings rate also has consistency with the size of the standard deviation;
(4) The skewness has its particularity relatively to the other basic statistics, and
it can reflect the symmetry of the series distribution of the earnings rate visually. The
comparison of the skewness and 0 can reflect the symmetry, which can be performed
in: If the value of skewness is less than 0, the series is left skewness correspondingly,
and the visual performance is that the left tail is longer than the right tail. If the
skewness of the normal distribution is 0, the lengths of tails in both sides are
symmetry. If the value of skewness is bigger than 0, the series is performed as right
skewness, and the visual performance is that the right tail is longer than the left tail;
(5) The kurtosis can be used to describe the steep degree of the distribution of
the earnings rate. The series of the earnings rate is submit to the normal distribution
[56]Zhang Xiaotong, Da Chuanmian, and Zhang Shiying, A Distribution Characteristics of the DF
statistics of small simple size [J], System Engineering Theory and Practice, 1999(3):31-37.
DOI:10.3321/j.issn:1000-6788.1999.03.004.
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and the corresponding kurtosis is equal to 3. Relative to the normal distribution, when
the kurtosis is bigger than 3, the distribution curve can be performed as sharp peak
and heavy tail. In other words, the steep degree of the curve is more obvious that the
normal distribution, and the tail of the curve is thicker than the tail of the curve of the
normal distribution. When the kurtosis is smaller than 3, the distribution curve is
flatter than the normal distribution. The thinner the tail is, and the bigger the kurtosis
is, the steeper the distribution curve will be.
(6) The main function of the Jarque-Bera statistics is that it is used to check
whether the series of the earnings rate abides by the normal distribution. Here it will
give out the statistics that are introduced above in the form of mathematical
expression. Suppose Y as the series of the logarithm earnings rate of the sampled
data, N is the sample number in the regional, K is the number of the explaining
variables. The computational formula of the above basic statistics are as following:
Tab.4.5The Equations of Descriptive Statistics
Statistics
Expression
equation

Mean value of
the samples
E(Y ) 

1
Yn
N n

Standard
differences


Skewness

1
 (Yn  E(Y ))2
N n

S

1
 (Yn  E (Y ))2
N n



Jarque-Bera
Jarque-Bera Statistics

Kurtosis
K

1
 (Yn  E (Y ))4
N 1 n

3

4

JB 

N k 2 1
( S  ( K  3))2
6
4

4.3.2.2 Analysis of the features of the basic statistics
Analyze the basic statistical features to the time series of the earnings in each
quarter of typical shipping enterprises in each shipping market through the software
[57]

of EViews6.0, and we get the following statistical data:
20

Series: RTBULK
SMPLE 2003Q1 2015Q1
Observations 48

16

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

12
8
4

-0.018508
0.013201
0.489403
-0.704193
0.188743
-0.874943
6.107380

Jarque-Bera 25.43583
Probability 0.000003

0
-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

[57]Jiangzhou, ADescription and Prediction of the Yield on Security Market Based on Distribution
Characteristics and Macroeconomic Factors [D], Hunan University, 2008.DOI: 10.76661d.y1449021.
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Fig.4.6 Descriptive Statistic

It can be seen from the basic statistics of index in figure 4.6 that the mean
earnings rates of the shipping enterprises in the three markets are all negative,
among which the mean earnings rate of Rt RUDE is the minimum, which instructs
that the operation pressure of the rude oil shipping enterprises in China is bigger;
While the standard difference of Rt CONT is the maximum, and the standard
difference of

Rt RUDE is the minimum, which explains that the fluctuations of rude

oil enterprises is relatively gentle. Because the positive and negative changes of the
earnings rate of the typical enterprises in the three markets are big, the condition of
the dramatic fluctuations will be existed in short term. It is proper to describe with
Median under such condition in order to describe the average level of the earnings
rate of the shipping enterprise in each market more reasonably.
The medians of the earnings rate of the typical shipping enterprises in the three
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shipping markets are all bigger than zero, among which the median value of
Rt RUDE is the maximum, and then Rt BULK , while Rt CONT is the minimum. From

the perspective of statistics of skewness and kurtosis, the kurtosis of the series of the
three earnings rates are all bigger than 3, and the corresponding skewnesses are not
0, so the series of earnings rate is not normal distributed. It has the pinnacle feature
relative to the normal distribution. Among which in kurtosis, each series has serious
pinnacle feature, and pinnacle means that relative to the normal distribution, the
deviation degree is larger. It performs dramatic fluctuations, especially the series of
the earnings rate of Rt CONT , which has more significant pinnacle feature. In
skewness, the skewness of Rt CONT is 1.635, bigger than 0, and performs right
skewness, which expresses that the it is smaller than the mean revenue in the longer
time in the sample span; In which, the skewness of two kinds of earnings rate is
smaller than 0, and it displays left skewness, which means that the distribution of the
earnings rate series has thicker tail to pull it to the left, and it expresses that the time
that is bigger than the average earnings rate is more. In addition, JB statistics also
performs that the earnings rate series rejects the null hypothesis of the normal
distribution. It can be seen from the above data of the basic statistical that earnings
rate of each index is abnormal distribution, and it is accordance with the feature of
sharp peak and heavy tail. The detailed data refers to the table 4.7:
Table.4.7The Summary of Descriptive Statistics
earnings
rate

Rt BULK

Mean Median
value
-0.019 0.013

Maximu Minimum
m value
value
0.489
-0.704

Standard
difference
0.189

Rt RUDE

-0.021

0.027

0.526

-0.659

0.242

-0.272

3.257

0.726

Rt CONT

-0.004

0.008

1.232

-0.828

0.249

1.635

16.479

38.47

Skewness

Kurtosis

JB statistics

-0.874

6.107

25.43

4.4 The continuity of the fluctuation of shipping enterprises in earnings in China
and analysis of sensitiveness
The prices of commodities in different time are independent, and the change of
price follows the random wandering model, which is an important precondition for
effective economic market to exist. When this condition is reflected in the study of
this paper, it refers that the unite scale revenues of shipping enterprises in each
quarter are independent mutually, and the series of the earnings rate of the shipping
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enterprises follows the random wandering model. It displays from the statistical
features of the earnings rate in the last section that the series of the unit earnings
rate of the shipping enterprises are abnormal distribution, and the differences of the
earnings rate change with the difference of the earnings rate.
Considering the gregariousness of the series of earnings rate and the
time-varying characteristics of differences, this selection will adopt the Generalized
Autoregreesion Conditional Heteroscedasticity(GARCH model)in order to better
analyze the fluctuations of each index.
Next it will build GARCH model as to the fluctuations of the unit earnings of
shipping enterprises in each shipping market according to the step construction
process introduced in the above.
4.4.1 The examination of the stationary of the earnings rate series and auto-correlation
4.4.1.1 The examination of the stationary of the earnings rate series
Studying the time series of the unit earnings rate of shipping enterprises
applying GARCH model is an important precondition, that is the series of the
enterprises earnings rate must meet the requirement of stationary, because the
unsteady random process is hard to reflect the past and the future of the time series.
The visual of the unsteady time series is that the mean value and the difference
function of the series change with the time, all of the other except from it can be
regarded as steadiness[58]. The most common examination of stationary is unit root
test (that is ADF test), this paper adopts test to test whether the series of the unite
earnings rate of the shipping enterprises in each shipping market has unit root or not,
and the examination results are shown as the following table:
Tab.4.8 Examination Results of ADF Test
Rt BULK

Rt RUDE

Rt CONT

ADF

Examination value

-7.207084

-15.73755

-6.33677

1%

Critical value

-3.577723

-3.577723

-3.584743

5%

Critical value

-2.925169

-2.925169

-2.928142

10%

Critical value

-2.600658

-2.600658

-2.602225

Conclusion

Steady

Steady

Steady

Steady

It can be seen from the table that when the lag phase of selection is 3, the ADF
[58]Wu Wenjie, An Analysis and Research on the Long Memory Property of China’s Stock Return
[J], Wuhan University of Technology, 2007.
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test statistics of the series of the three earnings rate are relatively small, and smaller
than the corresponding critical value of 1%, 5%, and 10%, and rejects the null
hypothesis that the series of the earnings rate has unit root under the level of 1%, 5%,
and 10%. In other words, the series of the three earnings rate meets the
requirements of stationary, and they all pass the test of the stationary that is required
by the GARCH model. Next it will proceed the examination to the auto-correlation.
4.4.1.2 Examination of the auto-correlation of the series of the earnings rate
There is another precondition to apply GARCH model to make analysis to the
fluctuations of the series of the earnings rate, that is the series of the earnings rate
needs to meet the requirement of auto-correlation. There are many methods of
examination as to auto-correlation, but two methods are applied more[59]: The first
one is the qualitative judgment through observing the trend of the auto-correlation
function figure(ACF figure) and partial auto-correlation function figure(PACF figure);
And the second one is the Ljung-Box Q examination adopting quantitative judgment.
Next it will make detailed introduction to these two methods:
(1) The first method: Proceed data process to the series of the earnings rate and
get the auto-correlation function figure(ACF figure) and partial auto-correlation
function figure(PACF figure). We can see whether they have the feature of trailing
and truncation from the visual observation to these function figures, and examine the
related factors that are obtained to observe whether it is different from 0 significantly.
The visual performance for the statistics to be different from 0 is that the relevant
coefficients are out of the confidential area

1.96 

 N

1

(among which N is the

number of the samples that are selected), which also expresses that the series has
correlation.
(2) The second method is: Suppose in advance that the series of the earnings
2
rate doesn’t have correlation, and constitute the distribution of  that the statistics

rk2
k 1 N  k
obeys that the degree of the freedom is p. Among which N is
p

Q  N  N  2 

2
the capacity of the sample, and rk is the square of auto-correlation coefficient of the

earnings rate k. Under the condition that the null hypothesis is established, Q
[59]Zhouxun, An Analysis of the Characteristics and Influence of the Indexation of Iron Ore Prices
[J], China Steel, 2013, (3):20-21.DOI:10.3969/j.issn.1672-s 11 s.2013.03.006.
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2
approximately obeys the distribution of  , if the following two conditions are met

simultaneously, and the statistics Q is bigger than the critical value in the significant
level, and the accompanying probability is smaller than the significant level, it
expresses that it can reject the null hypothesis that is not correlated with the series,
that is the series has significant correlation.
Through comparison we can find that examining the auto-correlation applying
the auto-correlation function figure(ACF figure) and partial auto-correlation function
figure(PACF figure) is judging from the qualitative perspective [60], which has bigger
subjectivity to the observation and judgment of the figure, and can’t reflect the
examination result objectively. While applying the second method can judge whether
it has auto-correlation from the quantitative perspective, which is relatively more
persuasive. So here we select the second method to judge the auto-correlation. The
examinations of the auto-correlation of the unit earnings rate series of the typical
shipping enterprises in each shipping market are as following:
Tab.4.9 Examination Results of Auto-correlation Test
Q（10）

Prob

Q（15）

Prob

24.996

Q（20）

Prob

Critical value

18.307

31.41

Rt BULK

54.63

0.000

71.394

0.000

73.918

0.000

Rt RUDE

71.976

0.000

72.435

0.000

74.249

0.000

Rt CONT

31.428

0.001

32.298

0.006

33.003

0.000

Remark 1): The critical value of Q（10）,Q（15）, and Q（20）selects the value
in 5% of the significant level.

It can be seen from the table 4.9 that the Q value statistics of the series of the
earnings rate when the degree of freedom is 10, 15, and 20 are all bigger than the
critical value, so in the significant level of 5%, it can accept the null hypothesis that
the series of the earnings rate has auto-correlation, and the series of the earnings
rate of shipping enterprises has significant auto-correlation. It also certifies that the
fluctuation of the earnings rate of shipping enterprises has transferability. In other
words, the earnings rate of shipping enterprises in a period will be effected by the
[60]Wang Nafang and Zhang Lisha, A Study of the Influence of the Situation of Soared Prices of the
Iron Ore on China’s Economic Entities [J], Search, 2012,(9).
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previous period, and they have important relations. The fluctuations of the unit
earnings rate of shipping enterprises will be increased obviously with the market
being impacted by the foreign information, and it will also cause that the later
fluctuations of the earnings rate to be in higher level.
4.4.2 The establishment of the model of mean value and examination of the
effect of ARGH
We can see from the above two examination processes that the time series of
the fluctuations of the shipping enterprises in earnings meets the stability and
autocorrelation that are required by GARCH model at the same time, so it meets the
requirement of GARCH model. Next the paper will establish the model of mean value
and examination of ARCH effect.
4.4.2.1 The establishment of the model of mean value
We know from the examination of the earnings rate series in the above context
that the earnings rate series of the earnings of shipping enterprises meets the
auto-regression model of low interval AP(P). Next proceed fitting to the possible
model series as to the regression model applying the software of Eviews. Omit the
effects of the other variables, and determine the autoregression model of Rt BULK 、
Rt RUDE and Rt CONT as AR(2)、AR(1) and AR(2) mode through many times of

trials and examination and comparisons of parameter, the specific forms of equation
are shown in the following table:
Tab.4.10 Summary of Model Equations
Rt BULK  28.0694  1.2550* Rt 1BULK  0.3786* Rt 2 BULK
Rt RUDE  3.261  0.6797 * Rt 1RUDE
Rt CONT  2.1547  1.1276* Rt 1CONT  0.2694* Rt 2CONT

Every coefficient in the model equation passes the significant examination of
confidential degree, the model can fit the earnings rate series of shipping enterprises
accurately. Because the residual heteroscedasticity has important effects to the
construction of the model, it needs to be examined. Here examination of correlation
will be conducted to the residual square series, the result of the judgment expresses:
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the residual square series of Rt BULK 、 Rt RUDE and Rt CONT have significant
correlation, so it is necessary to conduct further examination of ARCH effect to each
residual series.
4.4.2.2 Examination of the effect of ARGH
Examining the variance of regression model residual t , and judging whether it
changes with the time, the examining process is called the ARCH effect examination
of this regression model. If the random disturbance term of this model is
t ~ ARCH ( p) , the variance of t shall meet correspondingly:

ht    1 t21   2 t22  L   q t2q

（4-5）

The requirement for the series to have ARCH effect is that all of the regression
factors in the above equation shall be 0. If bigger probability lets all of the regression
coefficients be 0 at the same time, it expresses that the earnings rate series of
shipping enterprises doesn’t have ARCH effect; If smaller probability lets all of the
regression factors be 0 at the same time, or at least one factor is not 0 significantly,
the series has ARCH effect. Lagrange’s multiplier is the examination method that is
2
2
used most commonly, which is also named as LM examination. LM  TR ~  ( p) is

the examination statistical magnitude, among which T is the number of data in the
2
sample, and R is the decisive factor of regression(evaluate adopting the least
square method), and give the freedom degree P and the significant level  .

Tab.4.11 Examination Results of ARCH Test of Residual
Rt BULK

Rt RUDE

Rt CONT

obs * R 2

Prob.

obs * R 2

Prob.

obs * R 2

Prob.

ARCH(2)

6.1659

0.031

6.4709

0.000

6.0943

0.000

ARCH(5)

12.7844

0，023

11.4857

0.000

12.7883

0.000

ARCH(10)

15.3660

0.000

16.0853

0.000

16.6601

0.000

Statistical indicators

2
Remark 2), obs * R is the examination statistical magnitude of LM

Aiming at the examination result of the earnings rate series of shipping
enterprises, we can see the accompanying probability value P of the examination
statistical magnitude of the two residual series of the earnings rate series of Rt RUDE
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and

Rt CONT

are always smaller than the significant level 0.05, and the

accompanying probability value of the examination statistical magnitude of the
Rt BULK residual series of the earnings rate series is 0 only in high interval. This

result certifies the deduction of ARCH effect of the residual series of the earnings rate
in the above context. The residual series of Rt RUDE and Rt CONT have more
significant ARCH effect, while the condition that the residual series of Rt BULK has
ARCH effect in high interval is under 5% of the confidential level.
4.4.3 Parameter evaluation and diagnose and inspection of GARCH model
1. Model parameter evaluation
According to the feature of GARCH model, we think that because the residual
series has ARCH effect of high interval, and the earnings rate series has the feature
of sharp peak and heavy tail, adopting this model is more advantaged, which can
avoids different abuses of ARCH models, especially the abuse that evaluation
parameter is too many. It can adopt the standards such as the standard of logarithm
likelihood value (L), Akaike Information standard (AIC standard), and Schwarz
standard (SC) to analyze as to the time series to judge and select a proper GARCH
model. The statistical test magnitudes of indexes in each judgment standard are
separately:
(1) Standard of logarithm likelihood value (L standard):
n
n
n
L   ln 2  ln  2 
2
2
2

（4-6）

2
n in the formula represents the sample size,  is the maximum likelihood
2
estimation of the unknown parameter  . It is correlated with the size of the residual,

and specifically displays that the smaller the corresponding residual is, the bigger L
value is, so the bigger the value is, the more accurate the model is.
(2)Akaike Information standard (AIC standard):
AIC 

2L 2K

n
n

（4-7）

L in the above formula is the logarithm likelihood value, and n represents the
number of the observed value, K expresses the number of the parameters that are
evaluated. AIC standard displays that the smaller the value, the better. It is related
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with the size of K and L, which is specifically performed that the smaller the value of
K is, the bigger the value of L. The smaller AIC is, the smaller K is, and the conciser
the model is, and the bigger L is, the more accurate the construction of the model is.
(3)Schwarz standard (SC standard)
SC  

2 L K ln n

n
n

（4-8）

All the same, here L is also the logarithm likelihood value, and n represents the
number of the observed value, K expresses the number of the parameters that are
evaluated. The same as AIC standard, SC standard also requires that the smaller SC
is, the better.
Build GARCH (1,1) 、 GARCH (1, 2) 、 GARCH (2,1) and GARCH (2, 2) model to the
series of the earnings rate of shipping enterprises in the three shipping markets.
Through selection and judgment to the models applying the above three standard,
and considering the conciseness of the model and the significance of the parameter,
this paper finally selects GARCH (1,1) model to research the fluctuations of shipping
enterprises in earnings, and get the examination results through the software of
Eviews as shown in the following table:
Tab.4.12 Examination Result of Parameters for GARCH models

AR(1)
mean value
AR(2)



Variance




 

Rt BULK

Rt RUDE

Rt CONT

1.0847

-0.6944

0.9412

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

-0.0879

0.0298

（0.0014）

（0.005）

0.0018

0.0004

0.0386

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

0.2732

0.2342

0.1513

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

0.7190

0.7520

0.7213

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

（0.0000）

0.9922

0.9862

0.8726
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In the above table, the value in the bracket of the mean value below the
parameter of equation is the corresponding accompanying probability P value.
Because the mean value model is accompanied with ARCH equation, and some
terms in the model of mean value will lose significance sometimes, so relative to the
model of the mean value, this table gets rid of part parameters that are not significant.
   in the last row of the above table expresses the sum of the coefficients of ARCH

and GARCH model. If     1 , it expresses that the model is stable, and the closer it
is to 1, the better the stability is. We can see all of the series of earnings rate in the
above table meet     1 and are close to 1, so it expresses that GARCH (1,1)
model has good stable process.
2. Diagnose and examination of the model
In order to inspect the examination result of GARCH (1,1) model, it needs to
conduct examination of ARCH effect to the module residual series of each series,
and the lagging interval is 1. The following results are concluded through
summarizing the examination result:
Tab.4.13 Examination Results of ARCH Test of Residual
Rt BULK

Rt RUDE

Rt CONT

F-statistic

0.1379

0.1694

0.2502

Prob.

0.7122

0.6826

0.6194

Obs.*R-Square

0.1436

0.1763

0.2598

Prob.

0.7048

0.6746

0.6102

We can see from the table that LM statistical magnitudes of each series are all in
the left of corresponding critical value. In other words, it all accepts the null
hypothesis in the significant level of 1%, 5%, and 10%. It certifies that the residual
series of the model that the three series constructed doesn’t have ARCH effect any
more, which is the residual series doesn’t have heteroscedasticity. It instructs that
GARCH (1,1) model can portray the fluctuations of shipping enterprises in each

shipping markets excellently, and it can better explain the feature of sharp peak and
heavy tail. It certifies that GARCH (1,1) model is feasible to analyze the modeling as
to the earnings rate series in the three quarters that we will research.
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4.4.4 Analysis of the parameter of models
Through analyzing the related parameter value obtained through the resolution
method for model, we can get relevant information with the strength and continuous
time of the fluctuations of earnings, the detailed analysis is as following:
1) Firstly make analysis to the returning coefficient  . In these three earnings
rate series, the series of Rt BULK has the biggest returning factor  value, and
the other are Rt RUDE and Rt CONT series separately from big to small, which
expresses that the effect degree of the impact of the external environment to the
earning condition of dry bulk shipping enterprises is the biggest, and the shipping
enterprises in China that are engaged in the market respond the speediest to the
fluctuations. It can respond to the change of the market rapidly timely, and change
the scale of the shipping capacity that it owns and change the freight. While the
effects of the fluctuations to the rude oil shipping enterprises are relatively smaller,
then it the container shipping enterprise, which is also decided by the objective
environment.
2) Secondly make analysis to the hysteresis coefficient  , which expresses the
duration time of the external impact to shipping enterprises in related markets. The
larger  is, the stronger the memorability of related shipping enterprises to the
fluctuations of the market is, that is the longer the duration time of the fluctuations.
Then is the container and dry and bulk shipping enterprises. So although the
sensibility of the impact of dry and bulk shipping enterprises to the market is stronger,
correspondingly the adaptive ability is stronger, and this kind of adaptive ability will
weaken the impact effect of the market to make it miss in shorter time. While rude oil
and container enterprises in China all belong to medium degree in coping with the
sensibility and duration of the impact of the market.
3) Analysis as to the value of    . Usually judge whether the time series is
stable or not with the change of the value of    . We can see that the time series of
the earnings rate of the shipping enterprises in China in the three markets all meet
    1 , which displays that the change of the conditional variance of the series of

earnings rate is not so significant when being influenced by fluctuations. It also
certificates that the fluctuations of earnings of shipping enterprises when coping with
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the random impact of the external environment is limited, and the conditional
variance of the series of earnings time of shipping enterprises regresses to the mean
value after being impacted by the market, which displays that the series has stability.
The sums of    in GARCH model of the time earnings series of shipping
enterprises in the three markets in China are all close to 1, among which, the sum of
   in GARCH model of the time earnings series of dry and bulk shipping

enterprises is the highest(0.9922), and the sums of    in GARCH model of the
time earnings series of container and rude oil shipping enterprises are relatively
lower, they are 0.9862 and 0.8726 separately, which also expresses that the duration
feature of the series of earnings rate of dry and bulk shipping enterprises is very
significant. In other words, the feature of the fluctuations in current time “inherits” the
big and small features of the past fluctuations to a large extent. The dramatic feature
of the fluctuations of the earnings that the shipping enterprises in China display is
caused by the “inheritance” of the high intensity. The effect of the market impact to
the earnings of the shipping enterprises has the trend of extension in indefinite
duration. The closer the value of    is to 1, it expresses that the longer the effect
of the market impact is.
The different features of earnings fluctuations that shipping enterprises in
different shipping market are decided by the different market properties and the
current economic and policy environment in China. As to the crude oil shipping
enterprises in China, because Chinese economy develops rapidly, the requirements
to energies are big, while the rude oil depends more on importing, while most of the
international oil shipping adopts the policy of “the national oil shipped by the national
shipping”. So they master numerous shipping capacity. But the primary importing
areas are located in the areas such as the Middle East that the politics is extremely
unstable, the types of the source of goods are sole, operation conditions such as the
regional pots and manpower are restrained[61], and it is difficult to make adjustment,
so the sensibility of the impact of the external environment is very big. As to the dry
bulk shipping enterprises in China, because the main goods of dry and bulk shipping
are bulk goods such as iron ore, foods, coal, etc., the type of sources of goods are

[61]Luyao, A Study of the Risk Premium and Leverage Effect on Shanghai Stock Exchange Market
Based on GRACH Model [J], China Management Informationization, 2015, (5).
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variety. At the same time, it is the “rain glass” of the world economy, and the the
policy and economic support such as the national government, investment organ,
shipyard, etc., the duration time of dry and bulk shipping enterprises to cope with the
impact of the external environment is longer; While as to the container shipping
enterprises, benefiting from the rapid development of the reform and opening up and
economy, the exporting magnitude is increased rapidly, and the level of the value of
the supporting goods is high. The fungible shipping method is fewer, so the impact
effected by the external environments is relatively small, the fluctuations of shipping
enterprises in earnings are relatively gentle.
4.5 The analysis of the leverage effect of the fluctuations of shipping enterprises
in earnings in China
Leverage effects

[62]

is that the price change of assets and the rate of fluctuation

are negative correlation. In the previous context, we analyzed the gregariousness
and continuity of the fluctuations of shipping enterprise in China according to the
feature of sharp peak and heavy tail according to the earnings rate series of shipping
market in China. Next we will conduct model fitting to the error term of the model of
mean value so as to analyze the leverage effect of the earnings of shipping
enterprises in China under different functions of the market information. This paper
selects EGARCHmodel to analyze the leverage effect.
4.5.1 EGARGH Model Fitting
The conditions of the fluctuations of the shipping enterprise in earnings are
summarized as following according to the examination result of parameters for
EGARCH Models
Tab.4.14 Examination Result of Parameters for EGARCH models
Rt BULK

Rt RUDE

Rt CONT



3.9320

23999

-1.0103



0.2985

0.3766

0.3013



0.2033

-0.1217

0.1440



0.6511

0.5968

0.7013

We can see from the above table that the  values of the time series of the
[62]Tang Yunjie and QuLinchi, An Analysis of the Fluctuation of Shipping Companies’ Stock Yield
on China’s A-share Stock Market [J], Price Theory and Practice, 2014,(3):104-106.
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three benefit rate are all very significant. When analyzing the time series of the three
earnings rate and examining the auto-correlation of their own residual series after
EGARCH model fitting, through surveying the auto-correlogram and Q statistical
diagram, we find that the lagging intervals of non-significance of Q statistics lasting
from 1 to 20, which instructs that the residual doesn’t have auto-correlation. Next it
needs to proceed inspection of the ARCH effect to each residual series after
evaluation, among which, when the lagging interval selects 10, the accompanying
probabilities are 0.3234、0.8467、0.1354 separately, which are all bigger than the
significant level of 0.05, so it expresses that the respective variance all don’t have
ARCH effect anymore, so it can select the model that is selected.
4.5.2 Analysis of Leverage Effect and Summary
This paper divides the disturbances that can cause fluctuations to the unit
earnings of shipping enterprise in China into two types: One kind produces “good”
news to the scaled unit earnings, for example the great increasing of the freight index
and the decreasing of shipping capacity can be regarded as the positive disturbance
to the unit earnings; And the other kind produces “bad” news to the unit earnings, for
example newly-increasing shipping capacity to invest into operation greatly,
decreasing the freight index greatly can be regarded as the negative disturbance to
the benefits. In order to instruct the leverage effect of the fluctuation of the time series
of earnings rate, this paper selects the parameter  in EGARCH model to reflect
the leverage effect of earnings rate, adopts the software of Eviews to analyze the
time series of earnings rate to get its evaluation value and significant level so as to
perform intuitively and clearly. Next list it in the following table and make analysis.
Tab.4.15 Parameters Analysis of Leverage Effect
Rt BULK

Rt RUDE

Rt CONT

 Evaluation value

0.2033

-0.1217

0.1440

Prob

0.6511

0.5968

0.7013

According to the evaluation result in the above table, we make analysis to the
“leverage effect” of shipping enterprise that is engaged in the three markets
separately:
(1) Analysis to the “leverage effect” of crude oil shipping enterprise
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① Analysis of the leverage coefficient  : It can be seen that the leverage factor
of EGARCH model of Rt RUDE series is   0.1217  0 , and it is significant in the
significant level of 0.05. We can know according to the definition of leverage effect
that is introduced in the previous paper that the fluctuations of rude oil shipping
enterprises in earnings have leverage effect. In other words, the fluctuations of dry
bulk and container shipping enterprises in earnings caused by the negative impact of
the good news of the external environment is bigger than the fluctuations caused by
the positive impact caused by bad news with the same degree. It also expresses that
the rude oil shipping enterprises in China are very sensitive to the “bad” news, the
impact of the unit earnings rate to related shipping enterprises when “bad” news will
be bigger than the impact brought by “good” news. It is easier to cause dramatic
fluctuations to earnings, which is accordance with the practical performance of the
shipping enterprises in the market in China.
②Analysis of the factors of positive “Leverage Effect”: Rude oil shipping
concerns the security of the national energy, so it has specialty. When the regional
politics is not stable, especially the primary oil-producing areas appear turbulence, it
will cause the dramatic vibration of the global rude oil shipping market. For example,
if the turbulence takes place in the Middle East, it will make the supply of rude oil in
urgent need and increase supplying of rude oil in other areas. In this case the
requirements of shipping capacity of oil tanker will be enlarged, and the freight index
will be increased greatly so that the unit earnings of the shipping enterprises in China
will be added rapidly, which is just a prominent performance of the leverage effect of
rude oils shipping enterprises. The existence of this kind of leverage effect will cause
the earning risk of shipping enterprises in China to be increased. It is also confirmed
mutually with the analysis to sensibility in GARCH model in the previous paper.
(2) Analysis of “Leverage Effect” of dry bulk and container shipping enterprises
①Analysis of leverage coefficient  : We can see that observing the data in the
above table that the leverage factor  of Rt BULK and Rt CONT in the model of
EGARCH are 0.2033 and 0.1440 separately, which are all bigger than 0, which
expresses that the earnings of dry bulk and container shipping enterprises in China
to the impact of the change of the external environment is asymmetry, and it be
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known according to the definition of leverage effect. It expresses that the fluctuations
of dry bulk and container shipping enterprises in China is asymmetry. The
fluctuations of dry bulk and container shipping enterprises in earnings caused by the
negative impact of the good news of the external environment is bigger than the
fluctuations caused by the positive impact caused by bad news with the same degree.
In other word, it has contrary effect to the leverage effect, which is also accordance
with the practical performance of the shipping enterprises in the market.
②Analysis of the factors of the reverse “Leverage Effect”: When the external
environment appears “good” news, for example, when the freight index rises, but the
increasing of shipping capacity has hysteresis effect, the supplying of shipping
capacity will not be added in a short time, so the pulling effect to the earnings of
shipping enterprise units will be more obvious, which is an outstanding feature of
shipping market. At the same time, the types of loading goods of the two markets are
variety, so the capacity to resist against the risk is strong. When the external
environment appears “bad” news, the shipping market will avoid risks through flexible
operations to reduce the losses of earnings so as not to cause dramatic fluctuations
to earnings due to bad news. It is also confirmed mutually with the analysis to
sensibility in GARCH model in the previous paper.
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Chapter5 Conclusion and Suggestion

5.1 Conclusion
First of all, this thesis gives an introduction to the features and current situations
of Chinese shipping markets. Based on the selection of samples from classic
Chinese shipping enterprises in dry bulk cargo transportation market, oil tanker
transportation market and container shipping transportation market and the collection
and arrangement of primary data, the data of earnings per unit in each quarter of
Chinese shipping enterprises in the above-mentioned three markets are obtained.
The quarterly earning fluctuation data being taken as the research object, the
quarterly earnings volatility of Chinese shipping enterprises is specially analyzed.
From various aspects of basic statistical quantity, volatility, leverage effect and so on,
the basic features of fluctuation of earning per unit and fluctuation laws are
systematically stated in detail. In addition, the nonlinear heteroscedasticity dynamic
state of earnings ratio sequence of Chinese shipping enterprises in the three markets
is verified and following conclusions are acquired:
(1) It is indicated from the analysis of basic statistical characteristics of the
earnings ratio sequence in three quarters that the earnings ratio sequence of
Chinese shipping enterprises is not subject to general normal distribution, but instead,
it possesses features of sharp peak and heavy tail as well as clustering characteristic,
which, in general, are features of financial time sequence. Moreover, the amplitude of
fluctuation of the market is quite large and the sequence also shows the feature of
time-varying variance, which indirectly shows that homoscedasticity hypothesis that
people used to consider as a classic theory does not conform to the fluctuation
features of financial time sequence.
(2) Based on the solution of GARCH model, it is found that GARCH model can
well catch the time-varying characteristics of the earnings rate sequence. When the
earnings per unit of Chinese shipping enterprises fluctuates due to the impact of
external market environment, the fluctuation of shipping enterprises engaged in
different shipping markets will present different responses. The impact of external
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environment on the earnings of shipping enterprises in dry bulk cargo transportation
is the greatest. Hence, those enterprises are extremely sensitive to the external
environment. However, the effects of the impact will disappear in a short time. The
degrees of sensitivity and continuity of shipping enterprises involved in another two
markets (oil tanker transportation market and container shipping transportation
market) facing external environment impact are both medium. Besides, the
conditional variances of each earnings ratio sequence both present time-varying
characteristic.
(3) By utilizing EGARCH model, the responses of Chinese shipping enterprises
to impacts of “good news” and “bad news” triggered by external environment are
simulated. It is discovered that the earnings fluctuation of shipping enterprises
engaged in dry bulk cargo transpiration (BULK), oil tanker transportation (RUDE) and
container shipping transportation (CONT) presents an obvious leverage effect, which
reveals that there exists information asymmetry among shipping enterprises in these
three markets. Among the enterprises, those working on oil tanker transportation are
very sensitive to “bad news”, namely, negative impacts caused by external
environment will bring larger fluctuation to enterprises’ earnings than that caused by
positive impacts of the same degree; nevertheless, earnings per unit of shipping
enterprises occupied in dry bulk cargo transpiration and container shipping
transportation are even more sensitive to positive impacts caused by external
environment. Therefore, the fluctuation is usually more intense.
5.2 Suggestions on the operation strategies of shipping enterprises
The fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings is very complex, but this
complex variation also has a certain regularity. Only making clear this kind of
regularity and the differences of shipping enterprises that are engaged in different
markets can reach the operation target of avoiding operation risks and improving the
earning. Just based on the above reasons, the study to the fluctuations of shipping
enterprises earning in China seems vital. The following suggestions are put forward
to improve the earnings in the routine operation of shipping enterprises in China:
(1) From the perspective of the operation strategies of dry bulk shipping
enterprises in these years, there are no effective judging method to control the
shipping capacity: The blind expansion of shipping capacity in the prosperous period
of the market causes the rapid growth of the operation risks of enterprises, then the
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earnings decline rapidly after prosperity, and the unit earnings fluctuate dramatically.
As to this condition, enterprises should set up a set of control method to control the
shipping capacity, refer to the changing of the unit earnings to strengthen the fine
management so as to reinforce its own anti-risk ability and its own force to let the
earnings of enterprises keep stable.
(2) Container shipping develops rapidly in China, and the airline of East
Asia-Europe, Eastern US, and Western US has become the largest airline of
container vessel. Shipping enterprises in China that are engaged in container
shipping have also developed rapidly these years, but the market has saturated
gradually. In order to better participate in the global competitions, enterprises should
comply with the development trend, speed up the updating of vessel fleets, build
more scaled economic vessels and strengthen fine management to supply better
service for customers, and guarantee the sufficiency of freight volume. Considering
that the container shipping has scaled economic efficiency, while the transport
capacity of each shipping enterprise in China is not strong, enterprises should
strengthen cooperation, speed up the acquisition and reorganization among
enterprises, especially acquisition and reorganization of the national teams. The
strengthening of scaled force will inevitably reinforce the global competitiveness so
as to better keep the benefit stable.
(3) At present crude oil shipping enterprises in China are controlled by the state,
and they are all central enterprises. Petroleum transportation has its specialty, and it
concerns the national security and the stability of the society. Chinese economy
develops rapidly, and it depends greatly on foreign petroleum, so the sources of
goods are sufficient relatively. The external factors such as the price of the crude oil,
regional economic and political stability all effect the fluctuations of enterprises
earnings greatly. As the enterprises with higher participant degree to globalization,
crude oil shipping enterprises should concern the change of the global political status
constantly, and control the transport capability reasonably. At the same time, it should
segment the market, and arrange vessels with the most competitiveness in different
markets to occupy higher market share. Strengthening the control of risks can make
responds to different emergencies.
(4) Shipping enterprises should have clear recognition to the market fluctuations
of their own fields, and make analysis to different factors that can affect the trend of
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the market to judge the relatively high and low point of the market. They should
reasonably control their own shipping capacity and renting capacity, ensure to keep
the optimizing of the structure of shipping capacity during the renting period to
guarantee the stability of the earnings and increase the anti-risk ability.
(5) As the derivative demand of the international trade, the shipping requirement
serves the international trade finally, and the director saying is serving the customers
that are engaged in the international trade. Shipping enterprises in China should
base on the fundamental point, deep to understand the requirements of customers,
and supply excellent and satisfied service correspondingly to customers as to this
kind of requirements. The approval of customers are the basic guarantee to the
stable growth of the earnings of enterprises.
6.3 Further study and prospect
(1) This paper selects the typical shipping enterprises of dry bulk cargo, crude oil
and container as samples, gets the unit earnings in each quarter through collecting
and tidying the shipping capacity and earnings in each quarter, and then analyzes
the fluctuation condition of shipping enterprises earnings in China based on the basic
data. However, the data is so difficult to obtain that there are few samples can be
selected, in later study, it can expand the time span, and add the foreign typical
shipping enterprises in the selection of sample shipping enterprises. In this case, the
study will be more representative and persuasive.
(2) Due to the restraints of the text length, this paper doesn’t make study to the
theory of “fluctuation spillover effect” in the fluctuation theory of earnings. Later we
can further analyze the “fluctuation spillover effect” of earnings among shipping
enterprises that are engaged in different dividing markets so as to let the research
system of the fluctuation of shipping enterprises earnings be more perfect.
(3) This paper just makes detailed study to the fluctuation of the shipping
enterprises in China, but it doesn’t make further illustration as to the operation risks
that the fluctuation may bring to shipping enterprises in China and corresponding
precautions, which need to be further explored.
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